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Abstract: We summarize our results on decoherence for short- to
intermediate-time dynamics of an externally controlled two-state
quantum system — a qubit — interacting with thermal bosonic
environment. The developed approximation schemes are
illustrated for an adiabatic model with time-dependent gate
control, and for a model with rotating-wave gate function.

given by H B , and H SB represents the interaction between the
qubit and bath. The environment is often modeled as [24-25]
H B = ∑ ωk ak† ak ,

where we set = = 1 . It is common [25] to assume the systembath coupling in the form
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H SB = S ∑ X k ,

I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum information processing has been developing
rapidly since the first algorithmic ideas that have clearly shown
the power of quantum coherent computation [1,2]. Many
physical realizations and conceptual models have been
introduced since then [3-12]. For most of them, except perhaps
for some resent proposals based on quantum walks [13,14],
keeping the level of decoherence as low as possible helps
achieve scalability [15-19]. Common quantum computation
designs involve a sequence of “gate functions” corresponding
to unitary operations performed on single qubits or on pairs of
qubits, as well as measurements related to error correction [20].
Each gate function is carried out by applying external fields
that control the dynamics of an individual qubit or modify an
interaction between several qubits to entangle them [21].

(3)

k

where S is a Hermitian operator in the system (qubit) space,
and Tr S = 0 , coupled to the bath operators X k . We assume
[25] linear coupling,

X k = g k ak† + g k* ak .

(4)

Initially, at time t = 0 , the qubit is taken unentangled
with the bath, which is considered a reasonable assumption
when one is interested in the dynamics of decoherence [23,25].
The initial density matrix for the bath modes is fully
thermalized: The overall density matrix at t = 0 is

ρ (0) = ρ S (0)

In this work we focus on the single-qubit gate
functions. For the unitary (coherent) dynamics without
decoherence, the time-shape of the gate function is irrelevant as
long as the final state has the desired form. It is however not
the case when one accounts for quantum noise. The decohering
effect of the environment can potentially be amplified as well
as suppressed depending on the time-dependence of the applied
gate potential. In particular, it was found that decoherence can
be suppressed for qubit evolution subject to an appropriate
sequence of rectangular pulses [22]. At the same time, it has
been recognized that in many cases application of external
control pulses can in itself lead to noise-like effects, such as
destroying the qubit-qubit entanglement or “initializing” the
qubits. Here we investigate the level of decoherence for singlequbit dynamics with nontrivially shaped gate functions and
quantum noise induced by coupling to a thermal bath of
bosonic modes [23].
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Since one of the criteria for designing a quantum
computer is to minimize the noise effects, it is often expected
that the interaction term is small with respect to other energy
scales of the problem [18,19,26]. As a result, many approaches
to evaluating decoherence utilize various perturbative
approximations in powers of g k . On the other hand,
approximation techniques using the time itself as a small
parameter once the fast dynamics has been factored out, have
also been developed [27] and found many applications [28-31].
Here we report results within both types of
approximation. In fact, the use of two different approximation
schemes allows us to gauge the error of each of them and
compare the physical phenomena that they capture. In Section
II, we survey the derivation of the approximations and test
them for a solvable model. Our main results are reviewed in
Section III, where we consider the case of a qubit subject to a
controlled, time-dependent gate function. We also analyze the
nonlinear dependence of decoherence properties on the strength
of the applied gate function. The perturbative approximation is
shown to capture suppression of decoherence for a strong
rotating-wave gate control.

The Hamiltonian of the gated qubit exposed to an
environment (bath) of bosonic modes is
H = H S (t ) + H B + H SB .

(2)

k

(1)

Here H S (t ) is the Hamiltonian of the qubit, including timedependent gate control. The Hamiltonian of the environment is
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II. SHORT-TIME AND PERTURBATIVE EXPANSIONS
Let us review the two approximation techniques [23].
We begin with the assumption that the “ideal” evolution
operator (without any noise), U S (t ) , of the coherent system,
with the Hamiltonian H S (t ) , is known. The overall density
matrix for t > 0 can be obtained in terms of the evolution
operator, UT (t ) , defined by the Hamiltonian (1).

Table 1. Measure of decoherence calculated for the adiabatic
model within the two approximation schemes considered. Ohmic
(n = 1) and Super-Ohmic (n = 2, 3) cases are shown, for the
parameter values J = 10-6, ωC = 30, T = 0, t = 1.

Within the short-time approximation [23,27], we
approximately factor the evolution operator UT (t ) into a
product that allows us to compute the trace over the bath
modes, preserving unitarity,
−i H + H t
UT (t ) = WS (t )e ( B SB ) WS (t ) .

where each element is a Hermitian operator. The mth element in
the series is proportional to the mth power of the coupling
strength. We truncate the expansion at the second order in g k ,
keeping the first two terms,

(6)

where the unitary operator WS (t ) = U S (t ) was introduced.
Square root of a unitary operator is defined up to phases
modulo π , in the diagonal representation. This ambiguity,
however, does not affect the results. One can demonstrate [23]
that approximation (6) is correct up to second order in time,
inclusive. In the basis defined by the interaction, S λ = λ λ ,
the reduced density matrix can be found as

ρ S (t ) = ∑ e Dλλ ' ( t ) [WS (t ) λ
λλ '

× λ

WS (t ) ρ S (0)WS† (t )

t

Ω1 (t ) = ∫ dt ' S (t ')∑ X k (t ') ,
t

Ω 2 (t ) = −

λ' λ'

],

with the decoherence functions in the form
Dλλ ' (t ) = − ( λ − λ ' )

2

∑

2 gk

ωk

k

(

− i λ 2 − λ '2

2

) ∑ ωk
gk

ρ S (t ) =

( sin ωk t − ωk t ) .

k

Dx, x ' (t ) = −∑

Decoherence functions are usually evaluated in the
continuum limit of infinitely many bath modes, by converting
the summation over the modes to summation, and ultimately
integration, over the mode frequencies. For our model
calculations we will assume [25] the density, ϒ(ω ) , of the
modes times the absolute square of the coupling constant,

(12)
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Where Fk ≡ f ky f kz + fky fkz , − f kx f kz − fkx fkz , f kx f ky + fkx fky ,

.

t

fk (t ) = ∫ dt '

The second approximation considered here is based
on a perturbative expansion in terms of the qubit-bath coupling
strength. It utilizes the Magnus expansion technique, [32], and
is formulated to preserve the unitarity of the overall dynamics.
We write the overall evolution operator in the interaction
representation as an exponential of the Magnus series,
 ∞

U (t ) = exp  −i ∑ Ω m (t )  .
 m =1


gk

k

2

exponential cut-off, i.e., ϒ(ω ) g (ω ) = J ω e

U S (t )M x ρ S (0)M †x'U S† (t ) .

2
−i ∑ g k ( x − x ') ⋅ ( γ k − Fk ) + {( x − x ' ) ⋅ f k } ( x + x ' ) ⋅ fk 



g (ω ) , to be proportional to a power-law function with an
n −ω ωc

Dx ,x ' (t )

where M x ≡ x x y y z z , and x , y , z are the
eigenvectors of the corresponding Pauli matrixes. Here the
decoherence functions are given by

(8)
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sin 2 (ωk t 2) coth(ωk 2kT )

2

t'

i
dt ' ∫ dt '' [ S (t ')∑ X k ' (t ') , S (t '')∑ X k '' (t '')] . (11)
2 ∫0
k'
k ''
0

The operator (9) is then factorized into a product using the
unitarity-preserving operator identities, see [23]. Finally, the
reduced density matrix is found in the form

(7)
WS† (t )

(10)

k

0

0

γ k (t ) ≡ −

t

t'

t

t'

Tr [ S (t ')σ]
cos ωk (t '− t ) ,
2

i
dt ' dt ''Tr ( σ [ S (t '), S (t '')]) cos ωk (t '− t '')
4 ∫0 ∫0

1
− ∫ dt ' ∫ dt ''Tr ( σ{S (t '), S (t '')}) sin ωk (t '− t '') ,
40 0

(9)
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(14)

(15)

Figure 2. The real (damping) part of the decoherence functions
obtained within the perturbative approach. The parameters are the
same as in Figure 1. Development of two decoherence time scales is
observed.

Figure 1. The inset shows the probability for the “ideal” system
initially in the state + to remain (be measured) in the same state at
later times. With the quantum noise, this probability deviates from
the ideal. This deviation is shown calculated (a) within the shorttime approach, and (b) wihtin the perturbative approximation. The
parameters are the same as in Table 1.

A + + B − is changed to A − − B + . Here ± are the

eigenstates of σ z .
Let us first consider the effect of the noise on the
oscillations between the states ± due to (18). In Figure 1, we

while the functions fkj (t ) are obtained from (14) by replacing
the cosine with sine in the integral. This perturbative
approximation can be easily tested for the exactly solvable
adiabatic model [23], for which the first, short-time
approximation coincides with the exact solution. In Table 1, we
compare the measure of decoherence [33] calculated within
both approaches for such an adiabatic model. The measure is
calculated based on the deviation of the reduced density matrix
from the ideal (coherent) density matrix,

χ (t ) = ρ S (t ) − ρC (t ) .

plot the deviation of the probability ρ S , ++ (t ) ≡ + ρ S (t ) +
from the same coherent quantity. The approximations agree
well for almost a full cycle of the gate. In fact, the short time
approximation is consistent with the perturbative one up to the
times of order 1 a or 1 c , whichever is smaller, as expected
from the range-of-validity analysis of the short-time
approximation given in [23].

(16)

It is defined in terms of the eigenvalues ς j of χ (t ) , i.e.,

χ (t )

λ

= max ς j (t ) .

(17)

j

We note that the quantity (17) is often maximized over all
possible initial states to eliminate the qubit-frequency
oscillatory behavior, in order to obtain an upper-bound estimate
of decoherence. For our purposes it is sufficient to see the
difference between the two approximations for a single,
randomly chosen initial state.
III. QUBIT SUBJECT TO A TIME-DEPENDENT GATE
Let us now consider a phase plus NOT gate
combination [20,23,34,35]: We take a resonant rotating wave
gate function as a simple example. The qubit part of the
Hamiltonian then becomes

(

)

H S (t ) = aσ z + c σ x cos 2at + σ y sin 2at ,

(18)

where a is half the energy gap of the idling qubit, and c is the
amplitude of the gate function. The evolution operator for the
Hamiltonian (16) can be derived analytically [23],
U S (t ) = e −iatσ z e −ictσ x .

Figure 3. The measure of decoherence (17) for a large-amplitude
gate function, c = 15a . The results for the short-time approach, (a),
and perturbative technique, (b), are given. (The top panel shows
these results for the initial times.) Other parameters are the same as
in Figure 1. The decoherence effects are greater than for c = a , see
Figure 1. Furthermore, noncummutativity effects set in earlier, as
seen by the divergence of the curves for the two approximations.

(19)

One can easily verify that by applying the above gate function
for t = π 2a , for example, with the amplitude c = a , the state
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nontrivially affected by the internal structure of the gate used to
manipulate the qubit.
The authors acknowledge support of this research by
the NSF under grant DMR-0121146.
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